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1. Use http://doctor.biri.org to login to your Client Files.
2. At a minimum, you should complete the following tabs for a client:
CLIENT DATA
GENERAL SYMPTOMS
BIA TEST
It is helpful, but not required, for research purposes and an deeper analysis to also complete
these tabs:
MEMGRAM QUESTIONNAIRE
BIA QUESTIONNAIRE
See BIAS FAQ & TIPS here. Check regularly for updates:
https://www.biri.org/pdf/forms/BIAS-Tips.pdf

3. To enter the RBTI numbers on the BIA® Test tab, you must click EDIT in order for the
data boxes to appear.
4. When entering the ORP when you are entering test data, be sure to add the + or –
before the number. Sometimes you have to move the cursor to the left inside the box
before typing. This is a bug of unknown origin at this time.
I prefer this meter: https://www.amazon.com/American-Marine-Pinpoint-ORPMonitor/dp/B0149K6A6O/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1486923136&sr=82&keywords=ORP+meter

5. Use http://reports.biri.org to login to generate your Client Reports
a. Select the Client.
b. Select the correct test.
c. Add your personal Notes to the selected reports
d. Select JUICES, VIT/MIN FOODS and select the main symptom(s).
e. Generate individual reports or select ALL REPORTS by clicking black buttons.

f. MemGram® Charts are free but must be processed by us. You can generate by
clicking the black button after you receive the email from the server announcing
that the Chart is ready.
g. MemGram® Reports are not free and are available only to Certified MemGram®
Practitioners. Order here: http://memgram-order.clk2.us
6. Use https://www.biri.org/bia-menu/bias/reports-order/ to replenish your BIAS account,
or use: http://reports-order.clk2.us
7. When creating a new record, you usually want to answer YES to carry forward the data
from previous record or you will not have the BIA® Questionnaire data to assist you on
subsequent records for that client
Once you have a record without BIA® Questionnaire data, you will never be asked this
question again for future records for this client.
When sufficient time has passed, and you want to enter a new BIA® Questionnaire data,
you can always enter new BIA® Questionnaire data on any new record and decide how
long you want to carry forward that new data into future records for that client.
If you want to restore your ability to carry forward existing BIA® Questionnaire data you
must delete all records for that client that do not contain BIA® Questionnaire data and
then create new records for that Client, being sure to answer YES to the option to carry
forward data to the new record for that client.
8. There is one problem with entering past test data on the same day. When selecting a
test for reports, the disadvantage of entering past tests all on the same day is that they
all carry the same date which makes it harder to ascertain the order of the tests, which
requires you to look at the file #'s to determine the order of the test dates.
So, select the most current test for a report and you will get a test history page for all
previous tests unless you answer YES to only giving you the last 8 tests.
If you do want the individual reports for each of the previous tests you can select each
one individually and generate the reports.
9. You may generate as many individual reports for each test as you want. They all count
as one report as long as they are for the same test. When you select a different test to
report, you will have one report deducted from your BIAS account.
10. Your 5 free tests are actually 5 free reports w/consult. You can select from any of your
tests which ones you want me to consult with you for free. This is considered part of
your training to learn how to interpret the BIA® and how to use the BIAS.

11. You must have BIA® Questionnaire data in order for the JUICES, VITAMIN FOODS,
MINERAL FOODS to make recommendations. You will be shown a list of possible
selections for the client and you, as the practitioner with client knowledge, are expected
to make your selections. The BIAS will take it from there.
Notice that you must do this BEFORE running the ADD/DEL report or the ALL TESTS
report or the data will not be added.
12. On the Reports screen, under the Client Name you will notice PLEASE SELECT NOTES
REPORT. This is your opportunity to customize any of the reports displayed in the
dropdown menu. Whatever you type here and click SAVE will appear at the bottom of
the selected report.
13. After your 5 free consults, Dr. Martin is available by appointment to consult on any
matter desired.
14. The Personality Report is only valid on the first test, assuming the first test is done after
at least 72 hours of a normal daily routine.
15. I never give the following to the client. It only adds confusion. This information is only
for the use of the Certified BIA® Practitioner or Doctor of Nutripathy®.
•
•
•
•
•

Personality Report - never
Tendencies – only on first report.
Female/Male Graphic – only on first report.
Research Cross-Links - never
General Diet – if Range Foods are NOT present

16. The RBTI Dietary Guideline Range is always at the bottom of the ADDITIONS/DELETIONS
report.
Concentrate on that first.
If you do not get the desired results, the rest of the ADDITIONS/DELETIONS offer
assistance to move the numbers. Keep it SIMPLE.
17. You schedule an appointment with Dr. Martin by calling his Assistant, Lisa, 888-2214116 or LisaK@biri.org
18. To save time scrolling as your Client List grows, once you have the dropdown menu
open, enter the first character of the last name and it will quickly take you to that part
of the Client List.

19. The Test History Report is an automatic report that appears at the end of every report
you generate. Once the Client has more than 8 tests, you will be given the option to
limit the number of tests showing in the Test History report to just the last 8 tests.
20. Get your Client Data entered asap for the clients about whom you want to consult with
me. The sooner you do this the sooner you understand how the BIAS can assist you in
making your RBTI practice more efficient. You can enter as many clients/tests as you
desire during your free trial period. When you generate a report, the countdown begins.
When you have generated your 5 free reports, you must replenish your BIAS Account
here: https://www.biri.org/bia-menu/bias/reports-order/ Be sure to take advantage of
the start-up bonuses. Or, use: http://reports-order.clk2.us
21. On the Additions/Deletions Report you will find the RBTI Range for Dietary Guidelines
near the bottom of the list. Any item that has an * as the first category means there is
more information about that item on the www.biri.org > Resources page. You can also
get there by using http://support.biri.org
22. On the Tendencies Report you will find the RBTI Range for each of the numbers listed
near the end of the list. They are usually at the bottom of the list on Test #1 and near
the bottom on retests.
23. The Dietary Range Chart is on the www.biri.org web site under the R group under Diets
& Recipes section on the RESOURCES page mentioned above.
24. The Balance Chart link is: https://www.biri.org/pdf/forms/Balance_Chart-new.pdf or
you can find it on the RESOURCES page, under FORMS. Scroll down. The headers are
sorted alphabetically and items under each header are also sorted alphabetically.
Shortcut to the RESOURCES page is http://support.biri.org
25. A shortcut to the Diets & Recipes page is: http://support.biri.org
26. When you delete a client record, you must logout/in to reset your Client File.
27. On ALL meters you never turn it on before rinsing away the storage solution. You NEVER want to
contaminate the specimen with a storage solution. And, you NEVER want to contaminate your
storage solution with a specimen solution. You always rinse/dry prior to testing and you
rinse/dry after testing.

28. EM = Metabolic Efficiency | Energy from Metabolism | Metabolic Energy
ER = Reserve Energy, | Energy in Reserve | Immunity
BA = Biological Age, | How old the body thinks it is | Premature Aging Factor
AR = Adverse Relationships | Balance Factor | Stress Factor

SD = Speed of Decline | How fast the body is falling apart | Inertia Rating

29. The ORP Meter will sometimes change drastically and then slow to a crawl but keep
changing the display every few seconds. How do you know when to stop? I start the test
when I set the 4-minute timer for the Nitrate Nitrogen test. When I am ready for
cleanup, I take the ORP reading, turn off the meter, rinse the probe and place it back in
its storage solution. Remember to calibrate this meter at least monthly or if you move it
from one temperature to another.
30. The Salts number is always rounded up to the nearest whole number.
31. The pH number is always rounded up to the nearest #.# number, i.e., 6.5
32. Your 5 free BIA® consults does include a brief synopsis of each MemGram® Chart but it
does not include the MemGram® Orientation. The reason is that it is likely that the
client, being a part of your 5-client training set, is not personally committed to learning
more about their MemGram®. YOUR MemGram® Orientation session is free, but only
after you have viewed the MemGram® Orientation video with your MemGram® Chart in
hand.
33. To enter subsequent tests for the SAME client, you do NOT create another NEW CLIENT record.
You access the ORIGINAL CLIENT RECORD, then you select the BIA tab, then NEW TEST, and
enter your new test data. This way, all tests for the client are under ONE CLIENT NAME. Be sure
to answer YES to “do you want to carry forward previous test results?” if you want to carry
forward the General Symptoms and the BIA® Questionnaire data.
34. To create a Client Record for a new client, you select NEW CLIENT and enter their data. You then
add their tests to their Client Record by selecting NEW TEST.

35 Prepare a Balance Chart for any test which you want me to consult with you. You should
be doing a Balance Chart for all tests. This will help you understand the numbers.

35. Print at least the Energy Categories Report and Test History for retests for which you
desire a consult.
36. Print at least the following for first tests for which you desire a consult:
•
•
•
•
•

Energy Categories
Tendencies
Ratios & Zones
Additions | Deletions
Prepare a Balance Chart

